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“I’m all in with slow life living, food, craft, 
goods, fashion, and of course my favorite slow 
cloth,” says Kristin Kelly Colombano,  Bay Area 
native and master felter. A fine artist turned 
graphic designer, Kristin “first saw felting while 
on a photography assignment in Mongolia 
for The Asia Foundation”, and explored the 
medium as a personal meditation for years 
before showcasing it as a textile for the interior 
design community.  

All pieces are made-to-order in her small San 
Francisco studio, integrating 5000 year old 
techniques with modern tools.  To achieve 
the look she wants, Kristin hand-cards unique 
blends of natural fibers and then, through what 
seems like magic, she transforms the carefully 
laid individual fibers into a whole, “using only 
water, a small amount of soap, and lots of 
muscle”. The resulting cloths are incredibly 
substantial and thick, contrasting beautifully 
with the ethereal strands of silky fibers that 
float above the surface to form pattern and 
texture. She uses locally sourced alpaca and 
mohair, while much her wool and other animal 

Studio Visit

FOG & FURY
A tangling of raw fibers that result in a celebration of the beauty of imperfection, 
Kristin Kelly Colombano’s felt fabrics are the essence of slow design. 
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fibers come from England, Australia and Europe and 
her silks from India. Constant experimentation with 
exotic fibers is part of the practice. 

The fibers also act as color inspirations; blending 
fibers is similar to mixing paints together to create 
new hues. “I have a passion for natural undyed color. 
The palettes I use are made from the fiber of different 
animal breeds, protein and plants so for the most 
part they are neutrals: white, cream, brown, grey, 
charcoal, and black. The silk comes in copper, gold, 
grey, yellow, honey, cream and white.” These are 
the building blocks for her signature palettes, which 
work naturally with many design styles. Fog & Fury 
offers 20 skus, and accepts commissions for custom 
work and colorways. New designs are introduced 
yearly at the San Francisco winter market.

Though design and process are inextricably 
linked for her, Kristin looks outside the studio for 
inspiration and maintains an ongoing creative 
process. Her motifs are “mostly from nature”. 
“Meandering lines like stripes in animal camouflage, 
zig-zags like ripples in water or sand, and chevrons 
like those in palm leaves and its bark. I prefer motifs 
to be organic, uneven, and asymmetrical.” Kristin 
continues: “My designs are visually translated from 
pencil sketches directly to each fiber layout. I keep 
a sketchbook and pencils with me at all times to 
capture ideas whenever they strike. Sometimes 
I get a fleeting visual glimpse or faint feeling at an 
unexpected moment, and I must make a note of it 
or immediately I lose it.”

The company name, Fog & Fury,  comes the fog 
of San Francisco, which is an apt symbol for the 
lofty grey fibers in much of her felt, and the fury 
that is needed to beat the fibers into an interlaced 
web, eventually forming the impressively dense, 
comforting matted texture of felt.
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